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BIO:
Mr. Hoffmann is a medically retired Correctional Fire Captain, twice patented inventor,
author, non-profit Founder [https://EveryoneGetsHome.org], and public speaker scheduled
at The Heat and Fire Expo in Miami Beach, FL, next February 2022 upon his nomination of
their “Innovation Award.” Additionally, he has been entered five (5) times into the Who’s
Who in America registry as a small business owner and instructs Fire Command, Fire
Investigation, Fire Prevention, and Hazardous Materials Specialist and Waste Operations.
He now host’s his TV show ‘Not The Blue Pill’ (.tv) broadcast on The Bold Brave TV Network.
In 2006, Texas A & M University requested his copyright release to instruct his hose
deployment method to all (international) students. His [http://HoseRoller.net] is the
world’s first to both handroll 100 ft lengths up to 5” LDH and prepare any length for
immediate deployment [including the world’s first functional http://HoseCabinet.com]. A
device that also transitions into an 8:1 Mechanical Advantage http://RescueWinch.com that
quickly attaches to any vehicle 2” Slide-Receiver to send up to four (4) rescuers hundreds of
feet down a ravine or off a cliff in mere minutes and not hours to increase victim survival.
In 2008, he perfected his http://ExteriorFireSprinklerSystem,com to reduce property loss
and help http://OutThinkWildfire.org. He’s also a private sector first to copyright Wildland
Fire Hydraulics and directs the creation of https://HydraulicsApp.com and the world’s only
mechanical calculator in the 21st Century: http://HydraulicsSlideRule.com. Both of which
accurately estimate TOTAL Engine Pressure in mere seconds in the field where it counts.
His research inspired http://HENway.org. A progressive hoselay methodology that allows
nozzle flow to be increased 25% (56% more “Knock-Down” at 75 GPM) and extend 500’/83%
farther and pump water 639’ higher than the accepted ‘Standard” methodology at 1,100’ on
a 32% grade to exponentially increase firefighter SAFETY!
Most recently, he completed the development of the world’s first MULTIPLE Water Tender
http://ShuttleCalculator.com that accurately estimates the actual Gallons Per Minute (and
Liters Per Minute) that any water tender can deliver to a fire incident for additional
personnel safety.
He has dedicated his life to firefighter safety, fire victim/burn survivor safety, and every
family member’s safety, including our furry friends at: https://LostPaws.info.
Please support his non-profit: https://EveryoneGetsHome.org
…upon every effort: http://ToMakeADifferenceForOthers.org.
Please enjoy his ‘photo paintings’ as a featured artist - Ankeny (IA) Art Center - June 2011:
http://RHphotographics.com
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PURPOSE:
‘Not The Blue Pill’ (.tv) has nothing to do with any pharmaceutical blue pill. Instead, it is an
indirect reference to the red pill in the movie ‘The Matrix’ and refers to the willingness to
learn a potentially unsettling or life-changing truth. My goal is to expose evidenced truths,
of which many facts are purposely hidden from the masses; however, once exposed and
transitioned to understood, the goal is to lead to a safer, healthier, and more fulfilling life:
http://ToMakeADifferenceForOthers.org
The foundation of my non-profit foundation to ensure: https://EveryoneGetsHome.org
Please don’t hesitate to donate today to these seven (7) worthy non-profit organizations:
1. National Fallen Firefighter Foundation Supports survivors of our finest.
2. Wildland (Fallen) Firefighter Foundation to support Wildland Firefighter.
3. https://PatriotPaws.org Incarcerated women serving life sentences extend their
inherent love to train puppies to be companion pets for our surviving veterans.
4. https://LostPaws.info - My website for any pet owner to publish and reconnect
with any lost and found family member literally 24/7/365! Registered by every
international Zip Code, parties can connect within hours, and not in days after
distributing hundreds of flyers and an excruciating wait for a party to schedule a
veterinarian appointment to scan for a chip. So let’s all help end the suffering!
5. Benevolent Protective Order of Elks – An organization that assists our veterans,
blind, and the impoverished upon a reputation of integrity and respect for others.
6. Sivad Johnson, Sgt., Detroit Fire Department – A firefighter who lost his life while
saving three (3) drowning victims, yet was tragically swept away in the same river.
Even worse, his 10-year old daughter was the first to call 911. A true example of
how firefighters are NEVER off-duty yet always risk the ultimate sacrifice for others.
7. Next, I request all to support Paul Samakow, Esq., as Founder of
https://NationalBurnPreventionDay.org every year on May 19th. A nationally
recognized TOP personal injury attorney and five-time author who represents ‘Burn
Survivors’ to help eliminate the risk of being http://TwiceBurned.com. His site is a
catch-all for others to donate to non-profit programs that support firefighters and
youth ‘burn camp’ programs to provide emotional support for countless children.
8. Lastly, and as a world’s first, to support the fiance’s of our fallen, my goal is to
provide ALL benefits provided them had the weeks and months passed to secure a
piece of paper that would have declared these victims of incredible loss eligible.
http://PNWcprFirstAid.com Mr. Hoffmann only requests a $15.00 administrative fee to
cover each student’s certification cards/one-way valve mask/ and glove set. Mr. Hoffmann
has personally certified over 150 students (class size up to 10) and promises to keep all
fully engaged upon his many years of fire, medical, and law enforcement service. Any
additional donations will be contributed to any single or evenly to all entities listed above.
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